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Problem Statement

Comparison to Previous Work

Client with small secure memory.
Untrusted server with large storage.
Server farm. Cloud storage.
Client

Capacity: n data items

Capacity:
O(1) data items
log(n) bit counter

Client
memory

Server
memory
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Hierarchical (Batcher)
[GO]

O(log4n)
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O(log3n)
const >6100
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Merge sort [WS08]
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Bloom filter [WSC09]

additional BF const > 92

Ours

Client can store data with the server
Can encrypt data to hide its contents
Can MAC data to prevent server from changing it
Still, the server can track the client’s access pattern
Learn which data items are accessed more frequently
Relate between access patterns and auxiliary
knowledge , such as stock-exchange action
We would therefore like the access pattern to be
oblivious:
For any two equal length sequences y,y’ of R/W
operations, the views of the server must be
computationally indistinguishable
I.e., the server does not know whether client
accesses items (1,2,3,4) or items (1,2,2,1)

Assumptions and Requirements
Client

must have a private source of randomness
Data must be encrypted with a semantically secure
encryption scheme
Each access to remote storage must include a read and
a write operations
Client stores n data items, of equal size, of the form
(indexi, data-blocki) i,j indexi  indexj
The location in which data item (indexi, data-blocki) is
stored must be independent of indexi
Two accesses to indexi must not necessarily access the
same location of the remote storage

Reshuffle Levels

Computational
Overhead
Simple [GO]

Tzachy Reinman

After 2i R/W ops, level i becomes full and is obliviously
reshuffled into level i+1, using Randomized Shell sort and
Cuckoo hashing with two new random secret hash functions.
The resulting level i+1 is ordered independently of any of the
levels before the reshuffling.

Toolss, Bold. RSS, CH
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Randomized Shell Sort [G]
Oblivious sorting takes only O(nlogn)

x1

T2

Cuckoo Hashing [PR]
Requires only O(n) storage

Our Solution
Hierarchical solution
(based on [GO] )
The server must not know in which level the
accessed item is found
n levels, level i stores 4‧2i items
 Each level is associated with two random hash functions
 To access an item –
 Search the entire first level
 For each level other than the first – examine two
locations according to the level’s hash function
 If the item has not been found yet, the input to the
hash function is the index, otherwise – it is random
 Go over the entire first level and write the value to the
next available location
 log
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